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Capture The Flag
• about 30 teams each host a server
• like soccer: keep the own box clean while hitting the other
box(es) as often as possible
• analyse, document, secure and attack
• focuses on application layer and administration
• code written speciﬁcally for this event
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Beneﬁts
• learn to work under pressure
• learn that there are many ways to compromise security
• learn how diﬃcult it is to actually ﬁnd bugs in software
• . . . and ﬁx them afterwards
• learn that crypto is not the answer (. . . to everything)
• learn that security by obscurity does not work
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Communication with teams
• about one third of emails are lost in spam ﬁlters
• real time communication in IRC is getting diﬃcult
• (no one reads their emails carefully)
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Exchanging data
• How would you exchange a 5GB blob to 50 people all over
the world?
• bittorrent is blocked or throttled
• some teams simply were not able to download 5 GB within
20 hours
• need constantly 75KB per second
• what if TCP-checksum fails? Guess, what  they failed
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Connecting people
• setting up a VPN takes more than 6 hours for students?
• students do not know the meaning of a netmask?
• students not knowing the impact of using diﬀerent
subnets?
• principles of SNAT are unknown
• (some universities using IPs from 10/8 with a
/8-netmask?)
• strange port ﬁlters at hotels (and universities and
conferences?)
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Encrypting data?
• practical application of pgp/gpg is unknown
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Final Standings
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is C (again) a programming language to write secure programs
in?
can we survive the Internet with students asking the wrong
questions?
why do security measure have to bother us all over the place?
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